Accelerate the
Growth of
Your Practice

GROWTH X

Grow your online presence, educate
your community, and get a consistent
ﬂow of Direct Access patients.

GROWTH X
The leading end-to-end practice growth platform with guaranteed results that attracts people
in your community and converts them into patients.

Attract

–

Build an online presence and educate your community about the beneﬁts of
Physical Therapy. Our automated ads attract a consistent ﬂow of direct
access patients to your practice.

Convert

–

Our done-for-you, proprietary growth platform helps you nurture and convert
leads into loyal, paying patients by making patient conversations easy.

Grow

-

Ditch the spreadsheets. Track all your Facebook and Google Ads metrics in
one user-friendly, centralized system that clearly shows your ROI for any
given month.

In the Last 12 Months, Growth X Has Generated

151,230,213

330,000

72,000

Facebook Impressions

Patient Website Visits

Patient-Opportunities
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Accelerate the Growth of Your Practice
GROWTH X

“Growth X helps us with our marketing and a
steady ﬂow of new patients and past patient
reactivations. But, the system has also helped
us to maintain our focus on the business. We
have been able to step back some from the
day-to-day operations and focus more on
growth and long-term sustainability.”
Ashtyn Haynes, Co-Owner, Hanyes PT

Create the Future of Healthcare
The current healthcare system is backwards. When people experience pain in their body,
invasive treatments and addictive medications are often recommended well before
conservative methods. Doing things this way isn’t cheaper. It isn’t eﬀective. And it isn’t right.
Research proves that conservative care - speciﬁcally Physical Therapy – provides the best,
most aﬀordable treatment to manage much of the musculoskeletal injury market.

$3.8 Trillion

330,000

2.6%

is spent on healthcare
every year in the US

of that is spent on medications,
injections, imaging, & surgeries

is spent on physical
therapy in all its forms

At Breakthrough, we partner with growth-minded Private Practice owners who want to make
physical therapy the ﬁrst choice for people in pain. Our Growth X platform oﬀers all the tools
you need to educate your community, attract new patients, and expand your practice.
Together, we can help more people in pain get back to normal naturally. And build a future
where healthcare is more personal, more aﬀordable, and more eﬀective.

Get More New Patients.
More Revenue, and Higher
Practice Value.
Learn More
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